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Herein, different concepts for domain wall propagation based on currents and fields that could potentially be

used in magnetic data storage devices based on domains and domain walls are reviewed. By direct imaging, we

show that vortex and transverse walls can be displaced using currents due to the spin transfer torque effect.

For the case of field-induced wall motion, particular attention is paid to the influence of localized fields and

local heating on the depinning and propagation of domain walls. Using an Au nanowire adjacent to a permal-

loy structure with a domain wall, the depinning field of the wall, when current pulses are injected into the Au

nanowire, was studied. The current pulse drastically modified the depinning field, which depended on the inter-

play between the externally applied field direction and polarity of the current, leading subsequently to an Oer-

sted field and heating of the permalloy at the interface with the Au wire. Placing the domain wall at various

distances from the Au wire and studying different wall propagation directions, the range of Joule heating and

Oersted field was determined; both effects could be separated. Approaches beyond conventional field- and cur-

rent-induced wall displacement are briefly discussed. 
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1. Introduction

In the past, magnetic nanostructures have been at the

heart of a multitude of devices ranging from sensing

applications to data storage. Probably the best known

storage device is the magnetic disc drive [1], pioneered in

the 1950s by IBM with the RAMAC. Since then, storage

density has seen a gigantic exponential increase. While

hard drives continue to excel in the high capacity market,

they nonetheless entail disadvantages that have led to

other memory concepts replacing them for applications,

such as lower density mobile storage. One of the key

problems is the mechanical motion of the media that

poses reliability questions and can lead to catastrophic

failure in the case of mechanical shock. Another successful

form of magnetic memory is magnetic tape, with a huge

capacity but obvious limitations when it comes to random

access [2]. Like the disc drive, tape drives physically move

the media (tape), leading to wear. Another disadvantage

that physical motion brings is power consumption, which

in laptops leads to a significant portion of the power

being used by the hard drive. For many of the growing

memory markets, in particular in mobile applications

(laptops, PDAs), low power combined with a solid-state

technology is required. Different approaches have been

suggested based on a range of technologies. For this

review, the focus will lie on magnetic materials and thus,

for magnetic data storage, a paradigm shift away from

hard drives and tape is required. One exciting approach

recently proposed is based on magnetic nanowires with

magnetic domains acting as the bits (Fig. 1). The interface

between 2 domains where magnetization points in opposite

directions is called a magnetic domain wall, in which the
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spins turn by 180o and the nanoscale spin structure depends

on the material and geometry. At first sight, the design

looks similar to tape, but rather than shifting the media

with the data as in the case of tape, here the data is shifted

within the media that stays physically fixed, leading to

much faster possible access times and in particular,

eliminating all mechanical motion. Moreover, the device

only comprises 1 write or read element for potentially

tens to hundreds of bits, which can make it cost effective.

Furthermore, this simplifies integration with the necessary

semiconductor electronics that can be more compact and

thus lead to higher storage densities compared to magnetic

random access memory [3]. Prominent suggestions for

concrete realizations of such a device are the racetrack

device envisaged by S. S. P. Parkin [4, 5] and the shift

register proposed by R. Cowburn [6]. To make such a

device useful for memory storage, 3 key tasks have to be

performed, the data needs to be written, read, and selected

(meaning that the bit to be read or written needs to be

moved to the read or write element). The writing can be

performed by using appropriately designed strip lines that

generate fields to reverse the magnetization and thus

“write” a bit. This can be compared to the well-established

writing of bits in magnetic hard drives. The reading relies

on the sensing of the domains or domain walls, very

similar to hard drives, so that the well-established mag-

netoresistive sensing, based on giant magnetoresistance

read heads [1, 7] or tunneling magnetoresistance read

heads [7], can be employed. However, it is the domain

selection by motion of the domains and domain walls that

is novel and requires alternative approaches. Thus, the

dynamic behaviour of geometrically-confined domain walls

(DWs) and their motion due to applied fields and induced

current pulses have become a topic of growing interest in

the last years due to the intricate magnetic properties

present in geometrically-confined ferromagnetic structures

[8]. In this review, current-induced wall displacement will

first be addressed, followed by a focus on displacement

by fields, and finally a brief mention of further schemes

still in earlier stages of development. In addition to data

storage, sensing magnetic fields by domain wall displace-

ment has been suggested [9] and domain walls have most

prominently been proposed for logic. Such logic based on

domain walls has been extensively researched and the

necessary logic functions such as NOT, AND, and other

gates have been developed [10, 11].

2. Current-induced Domain Wall Motion

The discussion will be limited to head-to-head or tail-

to-tail domain walls in soft magnetic permalloy (Ni80Fe20).

Two domain wall types are generally found as shown in

Fig. 2. In Fig. 2a, a photoemission electron microscopy

(PEEM) [12] image of a vortex head-to-head wall is shown

together with a micromagnetic simulation where the spin

structure is visualized together with the resulting contrast

Fig. 1. (colour online): Schematic of a magnetic wire with

domains. The colour and the arrows indicate the magnetization

direction. The domains with the magnetization pointing to the

right correspond to a logical 0 and magnetization pointing to

the left corresponds to a 1 (in this example the digital infor-

mation 010011 is encoded). 

Fig. 2. (colour online): Photoemission electron microscopy images and corresponding micromagnetic simulations of: (a) a vortex

head-to-head domain wall; (c) a transverse wall. The shades of grey and the arrows indicate magnetization directions. The image in

(b) shows the displacement of a vortex wall by current injection in a 28 nm-thick, 1.0 ìm-wide permalloy wire with an average

velocity of approximately 0.3 m/s. The grey scale bar shows the magnetic contrast direction for all the images. The image in (d)

shows the displacement of a transverse wall in a 7.0-nm thick and 500 nm-wide wire. In both cases, the wall spin structure stays the

same after the displacement.
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of the image. In Fig. 2c, a transverse wall is shown that

occurs in thinner and narrower structures (for details of

the geometry-dependence of the wall spin structure see

[8]). The influence of a current on a domain wall was

investigated theoretically some time ago [13] but has

recently seen a revival due to the advent of advanced nano-

lithography [14] that allows fabrication of well-defined

nanoscale magnetic wires. The displacement is due to the

transfer (in a simple model) of angular momentum

(adiabatic spin torque) and linear momentum (spin torque

due to non-adiabatic transport and spin relaxation) from

the conduction electrons to the domain wall, thus

leading to current-induced domain wall motion in the

direction of the electron flow [15-17]. Experimentally,

current-induced wall motion has been studied by a large

number of groups using various techniques (for an

overview, see references in [8, 18-26]). An example of

experimentally observed domain wall displacements is

shown in Fig. 2b and 2d. The sample is prepared using

electron beam lithography, including deposition of per-

malloy/Au by molecular beam epitaxy on a naturally

oxidized Si wafer and a double lift-off process [14]. Here

we see in Fig. 2b that a vortex head-to-head domain wall

is displaced by a current pulse with a high current density

of 1012 A/m2 in the electron flow direction. Dynamic

measurements of the velocity have been carried out by

Hayashi et al. in the case of a domain wall, which is

dynamically generated; high velocities exceeding 100 m/s

have been reported [26]. Starting with a domain wall at

rest, slower velocities have been observed for pure current-

induced wall motion as seen in Fig. 2 [20, 21], and for

sufficiently high current densities, periodic wall trans-

formations have been imaged [21, 25]. The theoretically

expected velocity as a function of current density is

depicted in Fig. 3 [27]. The behaviour depends on the

parameter, which accounts for the torque arising from

non-adiabatic transport and spin relaxation that likely

dominates for a wide domain wall in permalloy (for details

see [15, 16, 27]). For the purely adiabatic case (β = 0, red

squares), a high critical current density (jc) is observed as

predicted by Thiaville [15] and Zhang [16] and the

velocity follows a (j2−jc
2)1/2 behaviour [17] and approaches

an effective velocity for large current densities as previ-

ously detailed [8, 15]. If non-adiabatic transport or spin

relaxation exist (non-adiabaticity, β ≠ 0), the critical current

density is reduced to 0 for an ideal wire and the velocity

increases at first linearly with current density. For the case

that the non-adiabaticity parameter is equal to damping (β

= α, black discs), the velocity always increases linearly

and the wall is not deformed. For β ≠ 0 and β ≠ α (green

diamonds), the velocity scales with β/α up to a peak at

the Walker current density. Above this, wall transfor-

mations occur (open symbols in Fig. 3) [25]. 

3. Field-induced Domain Wall Motion

While current-induced domain wall motion has raised

huge interest, a more conventional approach using ex-

ternal magnetic fields has recently received less attention.

Nonetheless, there are experimental measurements of de-

pinning fields and velocities [8, 24, 28-32] that shed light

on field-driven behaviour. So far, global external fields

have been used to displace domain walls, but for a device,

the control of a single domain wall is necessary, and for

this, localized manipulation of a specific domain wall is

sought. To achieve this, localized fields can be used as

employed in magnetic random access memory devices

[3]. An alternative that was suggested by R. Cowburn [6]

is to apply global fields and locally depin a domain wall

from a pinning site by manipulating the pinning strength,

achieved by local heating [6]. In the following, a more

detailed domain wall motion in a permalloy nanowire,

influenced by local Oersted fields and Joule heating

resulting from a current pulse in an adjacent Au wire, is

addressed. This topic is important due to its potential for

developing new technological devices, such as the mag-

netic shift register based on local thermal activation

(schematic, see Fig. 4a-4d) [6, 33, 34]. For the latter, notches

are locally heated to reduce the field required to depin a

domain wall from a notch. When the external field is

Fig. 3. (from [27]) Simulation of the wall velocity as a func-

tion of the injected current density j (details of the simulation

and units used, see [27]). The damping constant used is α =

0.02, and the 3 different values of the non-adiabaticity param-

eter β are: β = 0 (red empty squares), β = 0.02 = α (black

discs), and β = 0.1 (green diamonds). The filled symbols cor-

respond to motion with no domain wall transformation (below

the Walker breakdown), while the open symbols signify

motion including wall transformations.
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applied, only the walls at the heated notches depin and

the field then moves the domain wall in the desired

direction as explained in Fig. 4b and 4c. The sample is

fabricated as described in the section of current-induced

domain wall motion. The magnetic material permalloy

(Py), with a capping layer of Au (Fe20Ni80[40 nm]/Au

[2.0 nm]) is connected with Au leads of 20 nm thickness.

The sample has no artificial pinning centers due to the

notches, but pinning centers due to roughness and other

material defects do exist. The structure of interest is a

permalloy half ring with a width of 500 nm and 5 Au

wires connected to it (Fig. 4e). The central Au wire, with

a cross section of 300 nm × 20 nm, is connected to a

pulse generator while the other 4 Au contacts are used for

magnetoresistance measurements (Fig. 4f). Due to the

dimensions of the permalloy half ring, the presence of

vortex domain walls is expected [8]. We use an experi-

mental magnetotransport setup inside a cryostat at a temper-

ature of 4.3 K to study the wall behaviour. The magnetic

field is generated by 2 coil pairs perpendicular to each

other so the field can rotate in the plane of the sample.

The domain wall position is determined from the anisotropic

magnetoresistance since it depends on whether there is a

domain wall between the Au wires (low resistance) or not

(high resistance) [35]. To demonstrate this, the domain

wall was positioned between the voltage contacts and

depinned as shown in Fig. 5. In this figure, the depinning

at 29 G is detected due to the accompanying increase in

the resistance when the domain wall leaves the area

between the contacts where the resistance is measured. To

selectively position the domain wall between the voltage

contacts (Au wires next to the central Au wire), a field of

5000 G in a specific direction was applied, followed by

reduction of the field to 0 and measurement of the

resistance. The different resistance levels for the different

domain wall positions are shown in Fig. 6a. Here the

sample was saturated along different directions and then,

after relaxing the field back to 0, the domain wall is

located at the position corresponding to the field direc-

tion. Four different resistance levels are visible for the

different wall positions. The highest levels correspond to

the resistance when the domain wall is outside the region

between the voltage contacts (< 73o and > 104o), positions

1 and 5 in Fig. 4f. The resistance level is lower when the

domain wall is located at position 2 between the voltage

contacts (74o-85o). The central level 3 shows a small

Fig. 4. (colour online) (a)-(d): Schematic of a shift register, in which domains are moved by using thermally-activated domain wall

traps. The colours yellow and blue correspond to different magnetization directions. A wire with periodically-arranged notches

exhibits different domain configurations between the traps (a). By applying a field, arrow in (b), and heating 1 specific notch (red

dot), the domain wall can be selectively depinned at this notch (b). By heating a different notch and applying a field in the opposite

direction, arrow in (c), the domain wall is depinned at that notch and is caught at the next notch (c). Thus, the domain is displaced

1 step forward (d), using this slip-stick motion [6]. (e) Optical micrograph of the sample. The bright wire is Py and the dark wires

are Au. (f) In this schematic, the relevant sample features are shown. The domain wall is placed in the magnetic Py half ring. Five

Au wires, 3 shown in (f), are connected to the Py half ring. The different positions of the domain walls are indicated with numbers

1 to 5.

Fig. 5. (colour online) Change in resistance as a domain wall

is moved out of the area between the voltage contacts. The low

resistance at 0 field corresponds to the domain wall being

present between the contacts as shown in the schematic. As the

field is increased, the domain wall is depinned at 29 G and this

is reflected in the jump of the resistance to a higher level. The

resistance change is 0.3% and is easily detectable using a lock-

in technique.
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increase in the resistance in the range of 86o-93o, when

the domain wall is located at the Au/Py interface below

the central Au wire that shunts part of the current for the

MR measurement (position 3). In the range of 94o to

102o, the domain wall is held at a pinning center partly

below the Au/Py interface (position 4), giving a higher

resistance than at position 2. In the next step, the field for

the depinning of the domain wall from the pinning site at

position 4 is studied as a function of temperature. The

necessary field depends on the angle of the applied field

and is minimal if the field points perpendicularly to the

central Au wire (along 0o or 180o) [36]. Pinning centers

due to edge roughness or other defects increase the de-

pinning field of the domain wall [28]. To move the domain

wall, the depinning field Hd that needs to be applied has a

dependence on the temperature that can be described

using the following model [37, 38]:

, (1)

The parameters are the field sweep rate (v), the attempt

frequency at zero temperature (Γ0), the depinning field at

0 temperature (H0), and the energy barrier (E0) for no

applied field. This equation was derived by Lok et al. and

stems from the Kurkijärvi model [37]. To depin the domain

wall, an external in-plane field perpendicular to the

central Au wire was applied. In Fig. 6b, the results for the

depinning field at different cryostat temperatures are

presented. The lowering of the depinning field due to

thermal activation is visible. To obtain the energy barrier

E0 from Eq. (1), the following parameters are used:

Γ0 = 109 Hz, v = 2Oe/s [38] and Hd/H0 = 0.58. 

This ratio is the average of the value of Hd/H0 at 4.3

and 298 K, although the result for E0 is not very sensitive

to the Hd/H0 ratio. For a positive field, we find E0 = 1.37

× 1019 J, and for a negative field, E0 = 1.19 × 1019 J is in

line with earlier experiments [38, 39]. Thus, from this we

find that heating indeed reduces the depinning field. To

generate this heating locally at the domain wall, a current

is passed through the Au wire and the heating due to a

current pulse is determined. To achieve this, the resistance

of the Au wire is first measured as a function of temper-

ature in the cryostat. The resistance of the Au wire is then

determined during the current pulse injection as a func-

tion of current density and from this, the heating of the

Au wire is determined as a function of current density

[40, 41]. In the following, a current pulse with a length of

50 μs and a rise time of 18 μs is used. As seen in Fig. 6c,

the highest current density temperatures are obtained by

heating to more than 100 K. To ascertain the effect of the

Oersted field on the domain wall, the Oersted field was

calculated numerically, assuming a uniform current distri-

bution in the Au wire. The Oersted field was found to be

inhomogeneous and while it points in plane at the centre

of the wire, there are strong out-of-plane components at

the edges of the wire. At 6.6 × 1011 A/m2, an Oersted

field at the interface of the Au wire with the permalloy

wire of up to 80 Oe is expected, which decays with

Hd T( ) H0 1−
kbT

E0

-------- ln⋅
Γ0kbTH0

1.5E0v 1
Hd

H0

------–⎝ ⎠
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Fig. 6. (colour online) (a) Magnetoresistance measurement at

4.3 K as a function of the angle of the saturation field (as

detailed in [35]). The domain wall positions are labeled by

numbers, which correspond to those in Fig. 4. The correspond-

ing domain wall positions are indicated in the schematics

above. (b) Temperature dependence of depinning fields for a

positive field (black squares) and a negative field (red dots) for

the domain wall placed at 98o. The red line is a fit curve using

the model of Kurkijrvi [37]. (c) Temperature of the Au wire as

a function of the injected current density determined from

measuring the resistance during pulse injection.
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increasing distance from the interface. The Oersted field

decreased to approximately 15 Oe at position 2 and is

close to 0 Oe at positions 1 and 5. For position 4, the

Oersted field was near 60 Oe, if a DW within a distance

of 50 nm from the Au wire is assumed. The change of the

depinning field of a domain wall for different current

pulses through the central Au wire with a current density

up to 6.6 × 1011 A/m2 at 4.3 K was studied experimental-

ly. Here, no current was injected into the Py. The primary

focus lies upon a domain wall position below the central

Au wire placed by a field in the direction of 90o (position

3, Fig. 4f), and on an adjacent position 150 nm away

from the central wire, placed by a field in a direction of

82o (position 2, Fig. 4f). The data points in Fig. 7 corre-

spond to the first domain wall motion away from its

original position, and then the domain wall motion out of

the area between the voltage contacts.

First, a head-to-head domain wall was positioned under-

neath the central Au wire (position 3) by applying an

external field at 90o and relaxing the field along this

direction back to 0. Fig. 7a shows the effect of a negative

applied depinning field along 0o that tries to move the

head-to-head domain wall towards position 5 and the

effect of current pulses with different polarities that cause

an Oersted field of different signs. A positive current

density corresponds to an Oersted field antiparallel to the

external field and thus tries to move the wall towards

position 1. A negative current density has an Oersted field

parallel to the external field and thus acts in the same

direction, moving the wall towards position 5. For no

Fig. 7. (colour online) Domain wall propagation fields for different applied field and current pulses for domain walls positioned

originally at 90o, position 3, (a), (b), (c), and (d), and 82o, position 2, (e), (f), and (g). The black squares and green up triangles indi-

cate the first displacement from the original position and the red discs and blue stars the displacement outside the area between the

contacts (to position 1 or 5). The depinning fields are shown as a function of current density for a domain wall starting at position

3: (a) negative external fields and a head-to-head wall; (b) positive external fields and a tail-to-tail wall; (c) positive fields and a

head-to-head wall; (d) negative fields and a tail-to-tail wall. For a domain wall starting at position 2: (e) positive external fields and

a head-to-head wall; (f) negative external fields and a tail-to-tail wall; (g) negative external fields and a head-to-head wall. The

schematics below the graphs visualize the domain wall motion direction in the sample and the colours of the arrows correspond to

the colours of the symbols in the graphs. 
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current pulse (0 current density), there are 2 main move-

ments of the domain wall: the first displacement is from

position 3 (Py/Au-interface) at about −18 G to a pinning

site at position 4 (black squares); the second to the area

outside the contacts, at about −25 G (red discs). These 2

displacements are visualized in schematic I, below the

graph (Fig. 7a). On applying negative current pulses, the

depinning field for the first domain wall movement (position

3 to 4) decreases with increasing current density since the

Oersted field of the current pulse through the central Au

wire supports the wall motion given the external field. At

a maximum current density of −6.6 × 1011 A/m2, the wall

moves purely due to the Oersted field with no externally

applied field. The second domain wall displacement field

(red discs) decreases slightly because the Oersted field

extends to position 4, which is a pinning center next to

the central Au wire. For positive current pulses, the de-

pinning field for the first motion is only slightly reduced

due to Joule heating. The Oersted field hinders the field-

induced domain wall motion and the domain wall moves

only due to the applied field. The same behavior is

observed for a tail-to-tail wall (Fig. 7b), but not as expect-

ed for reversed field and current directions. In addition,

for a very large negative current density (−6.6 × 1011 A/

m2) the wall moves purely due to the Oersted field at a 0

applied external field (green triangle). In this case, the

wall first moves to position 2, which is in the opposite

direction to the external field, and then due to the external

field to position 5 as shown in Fig. 7b, schematic II. A

positive field is then applied to the head-to-head domain

wall (Fig. 7c), causing the head-to-head domain wall to

move from position 3 to position 2 and then to position 1

(area outside the voltage contacts, see Fig. 7 schematic

III). At 0 current, the first motion from position 3 is at

about 27 G to position 2 (black squares). The motion to

the area outside the contacts occurs at approximately 38

G (red discs, blue stars). We find for the first domain

wall, analogous movement behaviour to the negative field

case shown in Fig. 7a. For a positive current density,

where the Oersted field acts in the same way as the ex-

ternal field, the depinning field is reduced with increasing

current density until at the highest current density, the

wall moves purely due to the Oersted field at 0 applied

external field. However, the second movement exhibits a

slightly different behaviour for a positive current density.

If one looks carefully, the second movement actually con-

sists of 2 displacements and the 2 positions, 2a (red discs)

and 2b (blue stars), can be distinguished by slightly

different resistance levels. For the jumps away from

positions 2a and 2b, there is only a small decrease in the

wall displacement field with increasing current (and thus

Oersted field), in contrast to Fig. 7a (red discs), indicating

that in the first motion, the domain wall has moved far

enough away from the Au wire so that the Oersted field

does not significantly contribute to the second displace-

ment in contrast to the cases in Fig. 7a. For negative

current densities, there is no significant effect, thus the

Joule heating, which would be independent of the current

pulse direction, is less important. Thus, the domain wall

starts moving when the applied field is high enough, here

at a value similar to that at 0 current pulse. For very high

current densities, the Oersted field moves the domain wall

in the direction opposite to the applied field, see Fig. 7

schematic IV. For a tail-to-tail wall, analogous behaviour

is observed as seen when comparing Fig. 7d with the data

from Fig. 7c. This shows that, as expected, there is no

difference between a head-to-head and a tail-to-tail wall.

Next, a head-to-head domain wall was placed 150 nm

away from the central wire at 82o and the depinning

behaviour when external fields were applied and currents

injected through the central Au wire were observed. The

positive applied fields (Fig. 7e) that move the domain

wall away from the central wire, towards position 1 (see

schematic V), and to a pinning center near the voltage

contact are to be considered. Here, a decreasing depinning

field symmetric at approximately 0 current was found,

indicating pure Joule heating with no effect of the Oersted

field, since this should be asymmetric with respect to the

current polarity. This is because the domain wall is far

enough away from the central Au wire so that there is no

significant Oersted field at this position. The same

behaviour is found again for a tail-to-tail wall as shown in

Fig. 7f. The depinning field ranges between 15 and 13 G

for the first motion (black squares) and between 30 and

27 G for the second motion (red discs). Using Eq. (1), this

change arises from a temperature rise of 24 K and 15 K.

To understand the heating, this is compared to the heating

in the Au wire determined for the maximum current

density, which was 110 K (Fig. 6c). This means that the

temperature drops by about 90 K within 150 nm, so that

Joule heating can also be treated as a rather localized

effect. Finally, the behaviour of the head-to-head domain

wall positioned at 82o when a negative external field is

applied was observed. In Fig. 7g, the fields for the

domain wall motion as a function of current density are

noticeable and a very asymmetric behaviour with current

polarity arises. For 0 and positive current densities, 2

domain wall motion jumps (black squares and red discs)

become apparent, while for negative current densities,

only a single displacement was observed. For the 0

current case, the first displacement occurred near −22 G

from the original position towards the central Au wire.
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The second displacement occurred at −31 G and moved

the domain wall out of the area between the contacts

towards position 5. This also holds for positive current

densities where the Oersted field at the central Au wire

hinders the domain wall from going across the Au wire

towards position 5. For negative current densities, the

Oersted field supports the motion of the head-to-head

wall towards position 5, so that the domain wall is not

pinned close to the central Au wire but directly moved at

the depinning field of −22 G to position 5. This occurred

even for small current densities that generated only a few

G, showing that even a small field can suffice to support

the wall motion, once the wall is moving. This dynamic

wall propagation field that is much smaller than the quasi-

static depinning field was also recently observed and

measured by Beach et al. [30] and Thomas et al. [42].

4. Alternative Approaches To Domain 
Wall Motion

In addition to these 2 approaches presented above,

further schemes have been devised to induce wall motion.

Inhomogeneous magnetic fields transverse to the wire

have been proposed [43], where the energy of the trans-

verse component of the magnetization in the wall changes

with the position. This is due to the inhomogeneity of the

field so that the walls are pulled towards a position where

the field lowers their energy. However, due to the need

for the generation of inhomogeneous fields, the experi-

mental realization might be rather challenging. Another

possibility is to employ pure diffusive spin currents. In

this case, a non-local spin valve geometry is used [44-47]

to generate a pure spin current. When this spin current is

absorbed by a ferromagnet, a change in the magnetization

of the ferromagnet is possible, as seen in the reversal of a

small dot [45, 48]. Domain wall nucleation has also been

assisted by spin currents [49] and first results of wall

displacement due to spin current absorption have been

presented [50]. While this approach is very exciting from

a fundamental physics perspective, several problems may

be encountered if a large-scale realization is sought.

Generating spin currents is not straightforward, and the

magnitude of the spin accumulation due to the spin

current is mostly small due to the limited spin injection

efficiency and the finite diffusion length (even though

novel materials [51] might provide longer spin diffusion

lengths). Finally, magnetization reversal by optical techni-

ques has been recently demonstrated [52] and it might

be possible to displace domains and domain walls by

carefully designing excitations of the magnetization with

a laser.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, the different concepts for domain wall

motion based on currents and fields have been reviewed.

Currents allow for vortex and transverse wall displacement

due to the spin transfer torque effect and in this case, all

walls (head-to-head and tail-to-tail) move in the direction

of the electron flow. In the case of field-induced motion, a

more complex concept needs to be developed, since head-

to-head and tail-to-tail walls move in opposite directions

when a uniform field is applied. By local heating of

pinning sites, field-induced slip-stick wall motion can be

achieved that allows selective movement of domains and

domain walls by varying pinning strength. The motion of

domain walls in a permalloy half-ring nanostructure with

an Au wire across it has also been investigated. The

current through the Au wire generates an Oersted field

and heats the permalloy locally at the interface between

the Au and permalloy. The finding that the Oersted field

has a short range indicates that through Au wires, the wall

motion behavior can be locally tailored by injecting

appropriate current pulse heights and polarities to generate

the necessary Oe field pulses. The dynamic propagation

field required for domain wall motion, once a wall is

depinned, is much smaller than the quasi-static depinning

field. Due to the short range of the Joule heating and

Oersted field effect, domain walls positioned more than

150 nm away are not significantly affected, so that short

distances between walls and thus high storage densities

can be achieved. Furthermore, by appropriately designing

artificial pinning sites at short enough distances [39],

walls from one pinning site can be moved to the next just

by using the Oersted field with no externally applied

field. This opens up a new avenue for simple device

operation, such as pinning with notches in a ferromag-

netic wire and conducting non-magnetic wires at the

position of the notches that generate controlled local

fields to implement a full device.
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